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Department: Electrical and Electronics
Alumni Name: Hanamanthgouda F. Ronad
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Testimonial:
My sincerest gratitude and thanks to all staff of
Dept. Electrical & Electronics Engineering, BEC for
providing me an opportunity and environment to
learn, explore and thought process of innovation.
Curriculum was challenged to discover individual
capabilities, learn disciplined approach and
sincerity to achieve the goals. I gained both
technical skills and thoughtfulness for
quantitative approaches to resolve challenges.

Designation: Mixed Signal Design Verification
EngineerOrganization Name: Texas
Instruments, Dallas/Fort Worth Area
Contact Number: +19725982412, +12147998651
Email ID: hronad@gmail.com

Out of college, I was confident and prepared to
embrace work culture and evolving global
technical challenges. I was rooted passion to
explore opportunity; on campus selection
provided me opportunity to be part of
semiconductor
industry.
Currently I am working as a mixed signal design
verification engineer at Texas Instruments Inc.
Dallas, Texas. Throughout my 15 years of
professional carrier, experience and learning
from college ensured me to achieve my carrier
goals.

Alumni Name: Nishant Kumar Yadav
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Designation: Principal Test Engineer
Organization Name: Broadcom Inc.
Contact Number: 9886027079
Email ID: nishant0010@gmail.com

Testimonial:
At BEC I learnt the following 1. Invest some time in learning new technologies.
Share about them with others through means of
presentations.
2. Innovations through means of projects.
3. Grow leadership skills.

Alumni Name: Mr. Suresh C. Bommireddy
Testimonial:
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Achievements-applauds,
opportunities-thoughts,
this is what I gained from BEC.BEC gave me a
platform that I will cherish always. Someday I won
and some days I learned. BEC always held my back,
from inspiring words of our Principal Sir to petty
sweet scolding of our beloved teachers, my life in
BEC was and will be the best experience. I can ever
get from my life. This college let us fall by our own
but made us climb on the ladder to success.

Designation: India IT Leader, Global DnA
Leader
Organization Name: Emerson Automation
Solutions Bengaluru, Karnataka, India
Contact Number: 9901500119
Email ID:sbommireddy@gmail.com
Alumni Name: Mr. Prathap Ghorapade
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Designation: Engineering Program Manager at
Texas Instruments
Organization Name: Texas Instruments India
Pvt Ltd. Bangalore-93
Contact Number: 9686698983
Email ID: prathap.ghorpade@gmail.com

Testimonial:
Being an Alumni of this college, I felt obliged to write
my experience at the college. I had been there for
four years, in this span of time this college nourished
and fostered us to tackle the challenges Since the
commencement of our classes, the faculty members
had more emphasis on the practical knowledge rather
on theory. After every session, there used to be an
activity on the delivered topics. This activity was not
only clearing our concepts but also helping the less
concentration student’s to grasp the topic easily and
get the pace and move in tandem with other
classmates. The conviction of college management is
to provide the students the knowledge of real
working world, for which the management are
providing different opportunities to students to take
part in different activities like Conclaves, Conferences,
Cultural programs and Inter college activities
regularly.

Alumni Name: Dr. Sudharshana Reddy H R
Testimonial:
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I would just like to say that have faith in your
abilities and never lose hope. It’s never too
late. BEC has provided me roots to follow my
dreams and passion and I am exploring my
potential in every sphere of life. I owe
gratitude to my Alma Mater for enabling each
one of us to be believe that we are special
and preparing us to embrace the ever
evolving Global Challenges.

Designation: Professor of Electrical &
Electronics Engineering Davangere577004,Karnataka, India.
Organization Name: University B.D.T.College
of Engineering [A Constituent College of
Visvesvaraya Technological University,Belgaum]
Contact Number: 9844477111
Email ID: sudarshan.bellary@gmail.com

Alumni Name: Dr. Sagar B Halbhavi
Testimonial:

Looking back, I can certainly say that
BEC was the most important milestone in
PHOTO
shaping my career. BEC Management an
innovative course design, best in class
faculty.
Throughout
the
academic
sessions, I was challenged to discover
capabilities that I never knew I had. Along
with academics, the college focuses on
Designation: Special Officer, Academic Section
Organization Name: Visvesvaraya Technological personality development which helped
University, Belagavi
me build a rewarding career.
Contact Number: 9449549630
Email ID: sbh.1989@gmail.com

It has been an unforgettable journey at
BEC and I owe my success to my Alma
Mater.

Alumni Name: Kapil Verma
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Testimonial:
The discipline and the urge that lectures helped
us develop to constantly innovate and keep
looking
for
new
opportunities.
Adversities bring in more opportunities and that's
what we learnt through the course of 4 years.

Designation: Executive Assistant to Managing
Director @ CEAT
Organization Name: CEAT, Mumbai
Contact Number: 9619084951
Email ID: kapil.nitie@gmail.com
Alumni Name: Mr. Manjunath Bevinamar
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Designation: Asst Manager- (Xilinx Field
Applications )
Organization Name: Avnet India Pvt.Ltd
Bangalore 560017
Contact Number:9886009829
Email ID:

Testimonial:
Discipline in life, Perseverance to follow up until
task is accomplished, Thinking out of the Box and
belief in-oneself, principles and values were
emphasized and brought to practice in my life
from my degree education at BEC.

Alumni Name: Mr. Manish Kohli
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Designation: Technical Manager,
Organization Name: PSTCL. Amritsar. Punjab
Contact Number:+91 9417108224
Email ID:mkholi@gmail.com

Testimonial:
I am working as a Technical Manager, and
profoundly would like to share that “Genesis”
is an important word and I must say BEC is
one place where it all started for me.
Graduation was just a certificate but journey
that made us capable of going that one extra
mile can’t be summarized in few words, Apart
from lecture rooms, labs or any level
infrastructure we could ask for, our mentors
and BEC’s vision to enable its student with
industry level capabilities made the
difference. It’s been
years since I am
working for an industry where knowledge and
discipline towards profession is an essence. I
extend my heartfelt thanks to my alma-mater
and mentors for their selfless efforts.

Alumni Name: Dr. Rajesh Saiju
Testimonial:
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Designation: Prof. Dr.-Ing.,
Organization Name: University of Applied
Sciences Flensburg, Flensburg, Germany
Contact Number: +49 176 55974441
Email ID:sijurajesh@gmail.com

BEC gave an excellent platform to
study and excel in our professional
lives I fondly and very vividly
remember our Alma Mater. My
success in Professional domains is all
because of the training, grooming,
motivation and inspiration that enabled
and helped in pursuing excellence in
education and becoming thorough
professionals. The mentorship
provided in a variety of contexts, and
the myriad of other ways greatly &
positively affected and shaped &
prepared for the outside World. I thank
my alma-mater for making each one of
us a part of its painting.

